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Abstract� This paper presents computational results obtained with the direct simulation Monte Carlo
�DSMC� method for several biconic test cases in which shock interactions and �ow separation�reattachment
are key features of the �ow� Recent ground�based experiments have been performed for several biconic
con�gurations� and surface heating rate and pressure measurements have been proposed for code validation
studies� The present focus is to expand on the current validating activities for a relatively new DSMC
code called DS�V that Bird �second author� has developed� Comparisons with experiments and other
computations help clarify the agreement currently being achieved between computations and experiments
and to identify the range of measurement variability of the proposed validation data when benchmarked
with respect to the current computations� For the test cases with signi�cant vibrational nonequilibrium� the
e�ect of the vibrational energy surface accommodation on heating and other quantities is demonstrated�

INTRODUCTION

Shock�shock and shock�boundary layer interactions continue to receive considerable attention because of
their impact on the performance and design requirements of hypersonic vehicles� Because these interactions
produce very challenging problems for experimental measurements and numerical simulations� several experi�
ments ����� have recently been performed with the objective of providing code validation data while minimizing
some of the additional complexities that occur in �ight	 that is� avoiding three�dimensional e
ects by using
axisymmetric model con�gurations at zero incidence and conducting the tests such that the �ow is laminar
and free of chemical reactions� References ���� provide recent results of computational studies obtained with
both continuum and DSMC methods for several of these experimental test cases� including the four test cases
considered in the present study� The �ow conditions simulated are those for three experimental conditions per�
formed by Holden and Wadhams ��� in the Calspan�University at Bu
alo Research Center �CUBRC� ��Inch
Shock Tunnel for Mach �� to �� nitrogen �ow about a ������� biconic� The fourth test case simulated is the
one for the experiments performed by Chanetz� Pot� and Benay ��� in the ONERA R�Ch low density wind
tunnel for Mach �� air �ow about a ������� biconic�
Results from several DSMC codes are included in the present paper� but the primary emphasis is on testing

the accuracy of a relatively new DSMC code called DS�V ���� that has been developed by Bird� The DS�V
code is a general �D�axisymmetric code that provides time accurate simulations� The current paper extends
the study presented in Ref� ��� by expanding on the range of test cases and by including additional comparisons
with other DSMC solutions� particularly the solutions obtained by Markelov with the SMILE ��� �Statistical
Modeling In Low�density Environment� code� The code�to�code comparisons are shown to be good �heating
rate di
erences of less than �� percent�� while the code�to�experiment comparisons are shown to range from
poor �di
erences greater than �� percent in heating� to good� By comparing with several sets of experimental
results� one can establish the range of variability that exists for the experiments when they are compared with
computations� as is done in the present paper�



TABLE �� Free�stream and surfacea conditions for biconic test cases�
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a Di�use with either full thermal accommodation or zero vibrational accommodation�

The three CUBRC test cases have an elevated free�stream vibrational temperature� and the current calcula�
tions show that there is a signi�cant vibrational nonequilibrium in the shock layer� Experimental evidence ���
suggests that when there is signi�cant vibrational nonequilibrium within the shock layer� the vibrational energy
does not accommodate itself to the surface temperature when the molecules impact the surface� Calculated
results for these three test cases show a reduction of approximately �� percent in surface heating rate when
the surface is assumed to have zero rather than full thermal accommodation for the vibrational energy� which
is in agreement with a similar study by Markelov et al� ���
Results obtained for the ONERA test case using both DS�V and SMILE are shown to di
er substantially

from the results obtained and reported by Moss et al� ���� with the DAC �DSMC Analysis Code� code �����
but did agree reasonably well with the results� reported in the same reference ����� obtained by using an earlier
code of Bird ���� called G�� Results of these �ndings led to the discovery of a de�ciency in the axisymmetric
version only of the DAC code� The current results from three di
erent DSMC codes give similar values for
both the extent of separation and the heating rate distributions� but the calculated heating values are about
�� percent higher than the experimental values ��� �

DSMC CODES

Results from several DSMC codes are included in the present paper with references to each noted in the
introduction� A brief description of the DS�V program is included because it was used to generate the major
portion of the results� The DS�V program of Bird ������ is a general �D�axisymmetric code that provides both
time accurate unsteady �ow and time�averaged steady �ow simulations� Molecular collisions are simulated with
the variable hard sphere molecular model� Energy exchange between kinetic and internal modes is controlled
by the Larsen�Borgnakke statistical model ���� For the present study� the simulations are performed by using
nonreacting gas models while considering energy exchange between translational� rotational� and vibrational
modes� The molecular gas constants used in the current study are those given in Ref� ����� Also� a rotational
relaxation collision number of � and a temperature dependent vibrational collision number �Eq� ���� of Ref�
����� was used� Two options are exercised concerning surface thermal accommodation� one in which all energy
modes are fully accommodated and one in which all energy modes� except for vibration� are fully accommodated
�aC�V � ��� An indicator of the resolution achieved in a given simulation is the ratio of the mean collision
separation between collision partners to the local mean free path �mcs�mfp�� which should be less than �� The
magnitude of mcs�mfp is reduced by increasing the number of simulated molecules�

RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS FOR FLOW ABOUT SHARP BICONICS

Table � presents a summary of the free�stream conditions for the four test cases investigated� The Mach and
Reynolds numbers listed are those provided for the respective test facilities and are based on the free�stream
translational temperatures� Figure � provides information on the size of the two biconic models used in the
current study� the ������� model for the CUBRC tests �a maximum diameter d of ����� mm with a forecone
running length of ������ mm� and the ������� model for the ONERA tests �a maximum diameter of �� mm
with both forecone and second cone running length equal ����� mm�� Also shown in Fig� � are the outline
of the computational domains used and selective density contours that are normalized by their corresponding
free�stream values� The calculated locations for �ow separation and reattachment are noted by S and R�
respectively�

CUBRC Run � Test Conditions

More extensive details regarding the simulations and results for this test case are included in Ref� ���� Results
presented in both Table � and Fig� � summarize some of the key features for this test case where there is a



TABLE �� DS�V numerical parameters and results for sharp biconic ���������� Run � test conditions�
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a mpc � molecules per cell �target number that is user speci�ed�
b SMILE solution with ����E�� molecules� xS � ����� xR � 	
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FIGURE �� DS�V computational domain and computed density pro�les for CUBRC and ONERA test cases�

small but distinct separation region with signi�cant thermal nonequilibrium within the shock layer	 that is�
the vibrational temperature is essentially frozen at the elevated free�stream condition�
Table � presents a summary of some of the numerical parameters used in the DS�V calculations for the Run �

test conditions� along with results for the locations �xS and xR� and the extent ��x � of the separation region�
Two separate series of calculations are made where the surface thermal accommodation for the vibrational
energy is the only variable	 zero accommodation for the lettered solutions with a ��� extension� and full
accommodation for the lettered solutions with a ��� extension� as listed in Table �� Results for these time
accurate solutions are included for �ow times of approximately � to � ms� The time accurate calculations suggest
that the �ow� with boundary layer separation� stabilizes rather quickly� on the order of a millisecond� The longer
run time used in the present study occurred because several numerical perturbations �grid adaption and�or
increase in the number of simulated molecules� were imposed as the simulation evolved in time� The simulations
were monitored to ensure that a steady state was achieved� followed by the generation of a signi�cant time�
averaged sample for the results listed in Table �� The steady state aspect of the simulations is demonstrated
in Table � for the c��� and d��� solutions� both with and without surface vibrational accommodation� where
sequential time�averaged solutions yield essentially the same results for the separation region� Also� the current
simulation approach has used computational cells that are coarse in relation to the local mean free path� but
the simulation has used the transient subcell feature ���� of the DS�V code� along with a large number of
simulated molecules per cell� to promote small values of the local mcs�mfp parameter� For the most resolved
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FIGURE �� Comparison of calculated and measured surface heating rate and pressure distributions�

simulation� solution e�� the mean value of mcs�mfp was ����� with local values less than ���� at the location
of separation and with no value exceeding ����� As shown in Table �� the extent of separation increases with
improved spatial resolution �smaller mcs�mfp�� and there is no apparent impact on the extent of separation for
the assumption regarding vibrational energy accommodation at the surface� But as shown in Fig� �a� surface
vibrational energy accommodation �aC�V � has about a �� percent impact on the calculated heating rates but
negligible in�uence on the calculated pressure distributions� The measured heating rate values are in good
agreement with the DS�V results for the full accommodation assumption but are in only fair agreement for
zero accommodation of the vibrational energy� the boundary condition assumed ��� to be the more realistic of
the two �
The �nal comparison for the Run � calculations are the current DS�V results with those Markelov obtained

by using the SMILE DSMC code� the same results that were included in a recent review paper by Harvey
���� The SMILE calculations were made without accounting for the vibrational energy �vibration turned o
��
which should be very similar to the DS�V results with vibration included and zero accommodation for the
vibrational energy at the surface� Thus the SMILE results are compared with data from solution d�� The two
calculations for surface heating and pressure distributions are in very close agreement� as shown in Fig� �b�
with the SMILE results showing slightly better agreement with the experimental measurements� In the SMILE
calculation� a parallel code implementation with �� million simulated molecules was used� approximately an
order of magnitude greater than that used in the single processor DS�V calculation� solution d��

CUBRC Run �� and Run �� Test Conditions

The CUBRC Run �� and Run �� test conditions present a signi�cant challenge for DSMC simulations because
of higher density �ow conditions� In the current study� DS�V solutions were obtained for only a portion of
the forecone� and heating rate and pressure results are presented in Fig� �� The computational resolution or
merit parameter mcs�mfp was approximately ���� for both test cases� with no value greater than ���� As was
the case for the Run � calculations� the impact of the boundary condition for vibrational accommodation was
about �� percent on heating rates and only � percent or less on pressure distributions� Contrary to the results
for the Run � calculations �also those for the CUBRC Run �� hollow cylinder��are test case presented in Ref�
����� the Run �� and Run �� experimental heating rate results are in better agreement with the calculations�
assuming zero surface accommodation for the vibrational energy� Only the experimental data independent of
separation e
ects are shown� Since the variability of the CUBRC experimental heating data for these four test
cases �including Run ��� is approximately ��� percent with respect to the DS�V results� it is di�cult to see
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FIGURE �� Comparison of calculated and measured results along the forecone �upstream of separation��

how the experimental data can be used to isolate a �� percent e
ect on heating	 that is� what is an appropriate
boundary condition for the vibrational energy accommodation at the surface� Also� the experimental pressure
variations with respect to the calculated values are about �� percent if one assumes that the experimental
pressure is the average of the respective data points for Runs �� and ��� as shown in Fig� ��

ONERA R�Ch Test Conditions
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The ONERA test case �Table � and Fig� �b� was included in this study because results of the experimental
measurements were available ��� and continuum and DSMC solutions using both DAC and G� had been



compared with the measurements� When the DS�V solutions were generated using ���� million molecules �Fig�
� at a mean value of mcs�mfp equal ����� the calculated extent of separation was noticeably smaller than
the DAC results �Fig� b�� but was in close agreement with the G� solution� Subsequently� Markelov� using
the SMILE code� generated a solution with ��� million molecules� and the results for heating rate� pressure�
and skin friction are in very close agreement with the DS�V results� as is shown in Fig� a� With three of
the four DSMC codes providing similar results� Wilmoth ���� was asked to generate an independent solution
with DAC and subsequently found a de�ciency in the axisymmetric version of the code �not in the �D and
�D versions� that becomes more apparent for simulations with a large radial extent� Consequently� the DAC
results presented in Ref� ���� are incorrect� but the G� results are believed to be reasonable results based on
the good comparisons with both SMILE and DS�V� When the results of the three DSMC simulations are
compared with the ONERA measurements� the separation location is in good agreement� but the calculated
heating rates are about �� percent greater than the measured values� as is demonstrated in Fig� b�

CONCLUSIONS

Results of a computational study focused on testing the accuracy of a relatively new DSMC code� called
DS�V� show very good to excellent agreement with code�to�code comparisons� For the CUBRC test conditions�
the variability in the experimental data with respect to the DS�V heating predictions is approximately ���
percent� a magnitude that would preclude any conclusions being made about vibrational accommodation� For
the ONERA R�Ch biconic test case� the computed location of separation is in good agreement with the oil �ow
measurements� but the calculated heating values are approximately �� percent greater than the measurements�
Since the ONERA heat transfer results are inconsistent with similar measurements in other facilities when
compared to the present calculations� it is believed that they are in error or there is some unexpected physical
e
ect in the experiments that is inconsistent with the assumptions used in the current simulations�
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